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Thank you so much for considering Dampolo
Photography to capture your memories!

This guide was designed to help give you an
idea of who you'll be working with and what to
expect from booking with us.

We'll offer a step by step guide from inquiring
all the way through to gallery delivery. This
includes pricing, styling guidance, and
coordination. 

Any questions you have should be answered
within this guide, but if they aren't... please let
me know! 

Rachel Dampolo, Owner & Photographer

Hello
there!
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Rachel Dampolo



Meet the
team
We are Rachel + Jesse Dampolo, a
husband and wife duo that make up
Dampolo Photography.
Rachel runs the photography side of the
show, and Jesse is the videographer
extraordinaire!

We take a fun, natural approach to your
session. We don’t want these images to be
or feel forced, we want to capture true
moments that will help to tell your story.

We have 2 young children so we
understand how to work with the little ones
for family sessions. We make it fun, and
keep the session flowing in a way that
makes it exciting for the entire family.

Nervous in front of the camera? No
problem, we will work with you to make you
feel comfortable and end up with beautiful
memories you can cherish forever.

""We know how to work
with kids to refocus all
of that energy into fun
moments that translate
into beautiful images!"
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COMMUNICATION

OFFICE HOURS

Contact us any time, we typically
reply within the hour!

SOCIAL MEDIA

WEBSITE
www.dampolophotography.com

@dampolophotography

01

02

03

04

Let us know what type of session you're
looking for, what timeframe you're looking
for, discuss location options and ask any
questions you'd like. We'll chat about our
availability. 

INQUIRE & CONSULTATION

Once we come up with a date that
works for both of us, you'll be provided
a custom booking link.  Through this,
you'll make your deposit, sign a
contract, and book your date.

CUSTOM BOOKING LINK

Here's the fun part... taking your photos!  
We'll meet at the location, have tons of fun
taking photos.  We have prompts and pose
ideas that we use, so no need to worry
about being awkward in front of the
camera.

ATTEND YOUR SESSION

Within 2-3 weeks of your portrait session,
you'll receive an e-mail with a link to your
online gallery.  You will download your
images & even share the link with friends &
family.  You can also order prints directly
through the gallery. 

RECEIVE YOUR GALLERY

How
It Works

CONTACT DETAILS

617-512-2526
info@dampolophotography.com
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All Inclusive
Pricing

Pre-booking consultation

A 60-90 minute session at a location
determined during our initial chat.

An online gallery of high resolution images
you can download at no additional cost!

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

We believe that paying for your package shouldn't be
complicated. When you book with us, your price
includes everything from start to finish. 

Your session fee covers the cost of shooting time,
editing, and your final images.
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Styling consultation & multiple outfit changes
during your session using our portable pop-
up changing tent.

Access to our carefully curated client closet
with 20+ stunning dress options.



Portraits $497

Portraits+ $597
This session is up to 90 minutes long.

Branding
Senior Portraits

Portrait Collections
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This session is up to 60 minutes long.  

Couples & Engagement
Maternity 
Newborn
Families* 
Headshots
Birthdays/Milestones
Boudoir

         *extended family = $647



Portrait
Videos

$447

Portrait+
Videos

$547
This can be added to any 02 Portrait
Session.  For more in depth branding
videos such as commercial work,
please let us know. 

Videography Add-ons
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You can add videography to any type of portrait session.  Jesse will work
alongside Rachel throughout your photo session, capturing stunning

footage.  This will be cut together with music of your choosing, creating a
beautiful short film you can relive for years to come. 

This can be added to any type of 01
Portrait Session.



Weddings InquireAll of our wedding packages are
completely customized to your
specific needs.

We have packages for smaller,
intimate weddings all the way to full
day coverage from start to finish.

Reach out to us today so you can tell
us all about what you’re envisioning
for your big day.

Wedding Collections
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HAVING A QUICK ELOPEMENT?  REACH OUT ABOUT ELOPEMENT PRICES!



Testimonials
Jessica L. 

Emily Z.

Christina S.

"Had the BEST time during my branding /
headshot photoshoot! The photos came
out SO beautiful and the turn around time
was less than a week!! Will definitely use
her again!"

"We loved working with Rachel! We had
three sick kids, rescheduled once, brought
our dog last minute- she rolled with all of
it and captured some beautiful family
photos that we adore. Highly
recommend!"

"Excellent work, very nice people, what
more could you ask for? I highly
recommend Rachel & Jesse to anyone
looking to capture special moments!"
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"Dampolo Photography will make your dreams come true. Jesse and

Rachel are incredibly kind, fun, easy to work with, and professional.

The assistants they brought to help cover our wedding honored those

same morals. Getting married was the best day of my life and I have

photos that truly capture that feeling in it's entirety. Rachel's

determination to capture the day for her clients is admirable. One can

tell that she really loves her job. Her photos are incredible... just

incredible! Jesse covers the filmography portion of the wedding and the

finished product will leave you and your spouse speechless. I watch my

wedding video a lot... like maybe too much. It's one of my favorite

things. It is more than just a documentation, it's a memory, a memory

of the best day of my life. I can't thank Jesse and Rachel enough for

what they did for us. Thank you! The decisions you make planning a

wedding will be difficult, but hiring Dampolo Photography is the

easiest decision you'll make."

- JOSHUA K.
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FAQ's
My kids are crazy, do you think we'll be able to do a photoshoot?

I think a full session is too long for me, do you offer mini sessions?

Do you have a client closet to rent outfits/gowns from for my session?

Do I need to find a location, or do you help with that?

Can I bring my dog or pet to my session? 

Of course!  We make the sessions fun, we don't make the kids stand and say cheese...
we keep things moving and have lots of fun prompts and 'games' to keep the kids
laughing and smiling.

We do offer mini sessions which are usually 15-20 minutes and include a small amount of
images.  We only offer them as events at specific locations & dates throughout the year.  
Returning clients will get an e-mail with first dibs to sign up, then sign-ups go public on
social media the following day.  

We do have a client closet with many dresses & gowns for various sizes! We have many
maternity and size adjustable options.  We will discuss styling as part of our initial
consultation and this guide includes a page with styling advice! 

We have a whole menu of locations we love to use and can offer suggestions based on
what you're looking for (beach, garden, city, etc.) including a couple different studios
available to rent.  We are happy to come to your home, and are always open to try out
new locations if you have something in mind. 

We are huge animal lovers and welcome your pets to any session.  Some locations we
use do have restrictions on whether or not pets are allowed.  Many locations allow pets
during certain times of the year.  If you want to bring a pet, just ask ahead of time! 
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What to wear?
Neutrals
Neutral colors & earth tones are perfect for any session.
Pair a neutral top with a pair of jeans or linen bottoms.  
Comfort is the top priority!

Bright colors & loud patterns can be distracting from the
beauty of the subject... you!
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Long & Flowy
When it comes to dresses & skirts, length is best!  A long
flowy skirt offers a lot of motion in photos.  Shorter skirts

can limit the types of poses you're able to without showing
too much!  Want to show off a bit of leg?  Try a long

length with a slit instead of a short dress.

Coordination is key
It's a good idea to coordinate colors without being too
"matchy-matchy".  This is another reason why neutrals are
so versatile.  Take this family for example, different shades
of green and beige with a pop of light blue.  The girls
have very subtle patterns in their dresses as to not clash
with one another. 



Rachel

INFO@DAMPOLOPHOTOGRAPHY.COM 617-512-2526

For the most up to date look at what we're up
to, be sure to follow us on Instagram!

@dampolophotography

Instagram is where we share the most, offer
sign ups for special events and minis sessions...

even do giveaways from time to time!

If you've already booked with us... THANK YOU SO MUCH!  We cannot wait to
work with you. 

If you haven't yet... what are you waiting for?!  Reach out to us today by phone
or e-mail.  The best way to get a quick response is to fill out our contact form
by going to www.dampolophotography.com/contact

Let's Get Started!

info@dampolophotography.com
www.dampolophotography.com
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CALL OR TEXT: 617-512-2526


